Technical Research on High Performance Fully Compatible FMC Fast Connector
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Abstract: With the rapid development of the optical communication industry, the implementation of national policies, the increase of broadband access fiber-to-the-home investment, and the continuously increased requirements for the important components in the construction and deployment of FTTH system solutions of the communication industry, fiber connection has become an important link in FTTH. The fast connector has become the main method of optical connection, and the emergence of the fast connector solves the problem that the optical fiber can only be spliced. This article mainly introduces the basic characteristics and technical parameters of high-performance fully compatible FMC fast connectors which is an important device in the construction and deployment of the current FTTH system solution. By implementing the basic characteristic of “high performance” and “fully compatible”, it can meet all the terminal connection demand under various FTTH constructions deployment. And at the same time, this article briefly explains the convenience of construction and practical application of the FMC fast connectors. Through the optimization and improvement of various performances, the connector product has become an important technology for future FTTH network construction. It is suitable for terminal connection in various FTTH construction deployment environments, reducing on-site construction costs, improving assembly efficiency, providing convenience and services, and meeting the needs of customer terminal connection with different usage habits.
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1. Introduction

With the rapid development of the optical communication industry, the implementation of national policies, the increase of broadband access fiber-to-the-home investment, and the continuously increased requirements for the important components in the construction and deployment of FTTH system solutions of the communication industry, fiber connection has become an important link in FTTH. And the fast connector has become the main method of optical connection. Field-Mountable Optical Fiber Connector (Hereinafter referred to as FMC) is an optical fiber movable connector that can be directly assembled on the sheath of the optical fiber or cable at the construction site. FMC fast connector is a product that can move the manufacturing process of the connector to the construction site, use the mechanical connection technology to assemble directly and can be completed quickly. [1]

The pre-installed field connector is a field connector in which a section of optical fiber is pre-embedded by the factory and the end face of optical fiber is polished. It is a connector with multiple connection points. The fiber connection point is in the V-groove, and the matching gel is injected in the groove. The matching gel can make up some small defects of the cutting end face and make it with low loss. The pre-embedded optical fiber after grounding can better connect with the on-site cutting optical fiber to achieve the expected light transmission effect. The key technology of the pre-installed connector is the high-precision V-groove and the matching gel. [2, 3]

Based the concept of “Connect the World with Optical Fiber, Build a Better Future”, Jiangsu Zhongtian Technology CO., LTD (Hereinafter referred to as “ZTT Group”) encourage and inspire technical craftsmen to develop and create products that
are in line with international standard and create better & new life. That is, to meet the high-end international users’ excellent performance and structurally compatible use needs. A survey of multiple domestic and overseas supply and potential markets revealed that the usage habits of users differs and it also differs among the different areas. International high-end customers have higher demand for pre-installed field optical connectors. Therefore, the development of optical connectors with the characteristic of easy installation, stable performance, and compatible structure has become an important link in improving and optimizing the construction solution of fiber to the home. [4] At present, the quality of connectors supplied by different manufacturers at home and abroad is uneven, and the qualification rate is relatively low. There exists many problems in the on-site constructions, such as V-groove switch locked fiber unable to enter, broken tail, low assembly yield rate and high optical fiber loss after being connected and so on. Through the analysis and research of many times, with the ways of improving the connector design, studying and choosing the new raw materials, improving the inspection methods to ensure the accuracy of testing result and optimizing the manufacturing process to improve product indicators and precision, ZTT group has developed and produced a new type of FMC connectors of excellent indicators, stable performance, sophisticated technology, high yield rate and full compatibility.

This article mainly introduces a high-performance and fully compatible FMC fast connector, which is also an important device in the construction and deployment of the current FTTH system solution. By implementing the basic characteristic of “high performance” and “fully compatible”, it can meet all the terminal connection demand under various FTTH constructions deployment. On the other hand, ZTT group is customer-centric and actively responding to the changing trend of customer demand. Through the new products development, ZTT Group provides customers with convenience and services to control construction costs, improve assembly efficiency, and satisfy customers’ needs. In addition, this article also briefly describes its technical parameters, construction convenience and practical application.

2. Overview of High-performance fully Compatible FMC Fast Connectors

2.1. Structure of High-performance and Fully Compatible FMC Fast Connector

The structure is shown in the “Figure 1”: The key components of this fast connector are V-groove, pre-installed fiber and ferrule, fiber clamp, locking latch. And the key material is matching gel.

2.2. The Principle of High-performance and Fully Compatible FMC Fast Connector

The principle is shown in the figure below. When lock buckle slides to the “On” state, the construction splicing fiber can be reliably aligned with the embedded fiber through the clever design of the product structure. When the lock buckle slides to the “OFF” state, it realizes the locking of aligned optical fiber and ensure the successful of optical fiber connection.

2.3. Technical Parameters of High-performance and Fully Compatible FMC Fast Connector

The typical features of FMC fast Connectors introduced in this article are as follows:

1. Working temperature: -40°C-85°C
2. Working temperature and humidity: 95% (30°C);
3. Structure compatible: 2.0mm Round optical cable, 3.0mm Round optical cable, 2.0*3.0mm Indoor and outdoor drop cable, 2.0*1.6mm Indoor and outdoor drop cable; [5]
4. Mechanical durability: 500 times;
5. Geometrical requirement of optical fiber:
   - Fiber height: -100~+50nm;
   - Radius of curvature: 10~25mm;
   - Vertex offset: 0~50um;
   - APC Angle: 8.0±0.2°; [6]
6. Low temperature life (online test):
   - Temperature: -40°C; Continued: 96 hours;
7. Thermal life (online test):
   - Temperature: 85°C;
   - Continued: 96 hours; [7]
(8) High and low temperature cycle (online test):
  Temperature: -40°C-85°C; Continued: 168 hours;
  Temperature speed: 1°C/minute;
  Cycles: 21 times; [8]
(9) Wet aging (online test)
  Temperature: 75°C
  Humidity: 95%
  Continued: 96 Hours;
(10) Water immersion test (Online test):
  Room temperature
  Continued: 168 Hours;
(11) Optical performance requirements insertion and return loss:
  IL≤0.25dB (average value);
  IL≤0.5dB (limit value);
  RL≥40dB (UPC);
  RL≥55dB (APC) [9]
(12) Environmental performance:
  Use environmentally friendly materials to meet RoHS
  requirements and prevent pollution

3. Technical Research on
High-performance and Fully
Compatible FMC Fast Connector

3.1. Technical Requirements for High-performance and
Fully Compatible FMC Fast Connector

Some proportions of telecom operators only require that the change of insertion return loss before and after the test meet the standard for environmental performance. While high-end customers require real-time online for the environmental performance of fast-connect products to monitor the change of optical performance during the test, and the change is required to be controlled within ≤0.3dB. [10]

It is extremely important to identify the key technical difficulties. At the same time, it is necessary to consider from multiple dimension to ensure the rationality and accuracy of the program design. Different from traditional fast connectors, in addition to matching indoor and outdoor drop cable, it also needs to be compatible with 2.0/3.0mm round optical cables. [11] In addition, in terms of environmental performance, there are still many technical difficulties in how to achieve the online variation. [12] How to realize the development of a fully compatible optical cable fast connector through structural design, and ensure that the mechanical performance meets the requirements?

3.2. Detection Method of High-performance and Fully
Compatible FMC Fast Connector

The traditional online monitoring system for environmental performance based on manual construction has disadvantages such as limited channels, manual waste, and data errors. Therefore, the online monitoring system needs to be reselected and optimized. Considering the market acceptance, testing applicability, technical expertise, economic rationality, after-sales service, etc., using an advanced online environmental performance monitoring system, the entire test can achieve 16 channels at one time without manual plugging, testing optical performance and recording the test value. The system can record and save the dynamic changes of the data in real time, the database is enlarged, and then through the analysis of the collected data, the fluctuation of the data is relatively stable. [13]

3.3. Technical Research on High-performance and Fully
Compatible FMC Fast Connector

3.3.1. Realize the Automation of Injecting Matching gel and
Improve the Uneven Filling of Matching Gel

Based on the sample size of 200pcs FMC fast connector semi-finished products and different workers’ operation proficiency level, we verify the performance indicators. Through the data analysis in the above figure, after realizing the automatic matching gel injection, employees of different proficiency levels have little effect on the performance indicators (Insertion Loss), which solves the bottleneck of human factors control and improves the matching gel filling uneven problems.

Figure 3. The matching gel control between 0.1–0.5.

Figure 4. The improved process make the product quality much more stable.

3.3.2. Characteristic Analysis of Matching Gel

From the comprehensive consideration of oil-water separation rate, refractive index, life evaluation and other aspects, we change the key raw materials to a new brand. At the same time, two senior technical engineers from the new
brand supplier have the statement that under normal condition of use, refractive index matching materials can guarantee 25 years of stability and reliability. And they also have the paper about the matching gel life assessment concerned by customers.

3.3.3. Embedded Fiber End Face Dirty Cracks, Embedded Fiber Deep Processing, Arc Treatment for Embedded Fiber Cutting End Face

Through the equipment transformation, the fusion splicer was transformed to arc processing equipment. In the actual operation process, considering the imaging clarity and current parameter setting accuracy, etc., we jointly developed the arc processing equipment version 2.0 with equipment manufacturer. [14] With the debugging rod, the new equipment can clearly image the cutting end face of the embedded fiber. The current size adjustment is set with 5 levels. Finally by the statistical analysis of the test data, the embedded fiber cutting end process parameters formed by arc processing, when the current controlled within 3-4 levels, have the industry-leading level of pre-embedded fiber end face treatment.

Figure 5. Using the Principle of Electrode Discharge to Breakdown Arc.

3.3.4. Material Switching of Fast Connector

In response to the problem of optical variation excessive for environmental online monitoring, project team conducted a grouped test study on FMC fast connectors’ materials, under the premise of confirming the clamping structure of the product tail. The connectors of three different raw materials were assembled and the environmental performance was monitored online. According to the test result, the PEI material has outstanding performance advantages. During the high and low temperature cycle, it has little impact for V-groove fiber locking and clamping of the optical cable tail. During the online monitoring process of the entire temperature cycle test, the change of insertion and return loss is within the technical requirements. [15]

Figure 6. The experiment result for three different materials.

4. Conclusion

High-performance and Fully Compatible FMC Fast Connector is an important technology for future FTTH network construction. The product can be compatible with 2.3, 3. mm round optical cables and 2.0*3.0mm, 2.0*1.6mm indoor and outdoor drop cables during the construction process. To a certain extent, it breaks through the limitations of the traditional FMC fast connectors product structure, satisfies the connection of optical cables terminals in various FTTH construction deployment environments, and solves the difficulties caused by splicing. In addition, the product matches four optical cables with different structures and passes the online environmental performance test. It also meets the standard of insertion and return loss.

Looking forward to the future, we should focus on the core competitiveness of new products, design and product more stable, reliable and convenient products to improve the quality of human life and make more contributions to the sustainable development of mankind.
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